Case Report

An intrabronchial foreign body revealed by bronchiectasis (Bone fragment)
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ABSTRACT:
Tracheobronchial foreign bodies (FB) by inhalation accidental are serious incidents and particularly common in children. In adults, they are less frequent, very often unrecognized and therefore diagnostic often difficult. Passed unnoticed or neglected, these intrabronchial FBs are responsible for repeated respiratory infections, bronchiectasis, which can lead to destruction of the pulmonary parenchyma. We report a case of a neglected foreign body (bone fragment) present in the bronchus of an adult for 53 years revealed by bronchopulmonary suppurations causing bronchiectasis and treated surgically.
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INTRODUCTION:
Inhalation of a food foreign body can be accidental or result from damage to the aerodigestive junction, it can go unnoticed or it can manifest itself by noisy symptoms [1]. Bronchiectasis caused by a foreign body is quite rare in adult. We report a case of bronchus dilation in an adult on a foreign body (bone fragment) inhaled 43 years ago, on the occasion of the Eid holiday.

CASE REPORT:
A 43-year-old, men, non-smoker, who was admitted to our thoracic surgery department, for the management of bronchiectasis complicated by bronchopulmonary suppuration. Before this complication, the history of the disease dates back 43 years, date on which the patient reports, at the age of 10, the notion of inhaling a bone fragment during an aid meal. The clinical symptoms were silent until the onset of a recurring bronchopulmonary suppuration syndrome. The chest x-ray showed a left basal pulmonary rail image, without highlighting the foreign body (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Chest x-ray showing left basal pulmonary rail image
CT scan showed a foreign body of intrabronchial, with bone density involving the left lower lobar bronchus which is partially obstructed with upstream cylindrical bronchiectasis associated with alveolointerstitial filling of the basal pyramid (Figure 2a, b, c, d).

Figure 2a, b, c, d: showing intrabronchial foreign body of the left lower lobar bronchus with cylindrical bronchiectasis

A bronchoscopy performed was unable to visualize the foreign body. After preparation of the patient by respiratory physiotherapy and antibiotic therapy, the patient was operated on by a left posterolateral thoracotomy passing through the 5th intercostal space. A bronchotomy was carried out allowing the extraction of the foreign body with left lower pulmonary lobectomy (Figure 3, 4).

Figure 3: lower left lobectomy  
Figure 4: foreign body (bone fragment)

The surgical procedure was completed by the placement of two chest tubes which were removal on day 2 and day 4 (Figure 5).
The short and long term evolution was without complication. The patient was released from the hospital on day 5 and followed for two years.

**DISCUSSION:**
Inhalation of tracheobronchial foreign bodies is more common in the pediatric between 1 and 3 years of age because of the immaturity of the teeth and larynx and the tendency of these children to explore objects by introducing them into the mouth, especially when they laugh or cry. But it can also concern older children or adults when an ingestion of food or object “mistakes” the respiratory tract, creating a penetration syndrome [2,3]. Inhalation of a foreign food body is accidental; it can be serious and life-threatening. It is more common in children and rare in adults. The diagnosis is often difficult, posing a problem of differential diagnosis [4]. The predominance is male in 2/3 of cases, in adult’s food foreign bodies made of pieces of meat, fish bones, vegetables or fruits. They are mainly located at the level of the right bronchial axis due to the straightness of the right main bronchus. In the series by Caidi et al. [4], the foreign body was located, in more than half of the cases, at the right main bronchus and preferentially at the intermediate trunk unlike the case of our patient. The clinical presentation is often acute with a picture of respiratory distress, stridor, asthmatic dyspnea, wheezing; or it can be done remotely at the stage of complications. The incidence of these increases with the diagnostic delay and the time elapsed before extraction of the FB. The FB can become stuck and cause complications such as: recurrent infectious bronchopneumopathy in the same territory or with atypical presentation, abscess, pleuropneumopathy, obstructive empyema, localized bronchiectasis, total bronchial obstruction (atelectasis), inflammatory reactions which can organize themselves into a real granuloma completely masking the FB during endoscopy [5-7]. Rare cases of pneumomediastinum, pneumothorax, subcutaneous emphysema or symptoms simulating an asthma attack or “false asthma” responding poorly to treatment or diaphragmatic hernia have been reported in the literature [6,8]. Chest radiography can highlight the radiopaque foreign body as it can be non-specific, images of obstructive emphysema; atelectasis, localized bronchial dilatation, pneumonia and exceptionally pneumothorax or pneumomediastinum can be seen [9]. Chest CT is more precise, it highlights the foreign body as well as its location. Bronchial endoscopy must be performed urgently, for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Surgery is rarely indicated and concerns cases of endoscopy failure, as well as unknown foreign bodies with irreversible tracheobronchial destruction [10] as is the case of our patient. Chronic neglected FB can cause parenchymal destruction, sometimes irreversible, requiring parenchymal sacrifice which can range from simple segmentectomy to pneumonectomy. Caidi et al. [4] had operated on 15 cases of intrabronchial ECs after failure of several attempts at bronchoscopic extraction due to inflammatory and granulomatous changes in the bronchus, or because of the incarceration of some FBs in the bronchial wall: these were ‘a pneumonectomy for parenchymal destruction, 5 lobectomies, 3 bisegmentectomies, 3 segmentectomies and 3 cases of conservative surgery either by tracheotomy, bronchotomy or pneumotomy.

**CONCLUSION:**
Inhalation of a neglected food foreign body is a rare phenomenon in adults. These intrabronchial foreign bodies are responsible for recurrent respiratory infections, bronchiectasis, which can cause a destruction of the pulmonary parenchyma. The treatment is based on its rapid extraction by bronchoscopy in order to avoid complications and the onset of irreversible parenchymal destruction requiring surgical intervention.
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